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Faults and damage zone properties control a range of
important phenomena, from the hydraulic properties
of underground reservoirs to the physics of earthquakes
on a larger scale. Here we investigate the effect of
disorder of porous rocks on the spatial structure of
damage emerging under compression. Model rock
samples are numerically generated by sedimenting
particles where the amount of disorder is controlled
by the particle size distribution. To obtain damage
bands with a sufficiently large length along axis we
performed simulations of ’Brazilian’-type compression
tests of cylindrical samples. As failure is approached
damage localization leads to the formation of two
conjugate shear bands. The orientation angle of
bands to the loading direction increases with disorder
implying a decrease in the internal coefficient of
friction. The width of the damage band scales as
a power law of the degree of disorder. Inside the
damage band the sample is crushed into a large
number of pieces with a power law mass distribution.
The shape of fragments undergoes a crossover at a
disorder-dependent size from the isotropy of small
pieces to the anisotropic flattened form of the large
ones. The results provide important constraints in
understanding the role of disorder in geological
fractures.
c© The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0/, which permits unrestricted use, provided the original author and
source are credited.
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1. Motivations
Compressive failure of brittle heterogeneous materials is accompanied by the spontaneous
formation of localized damage bands, where the final slip occurs at global failure. On larger
length scales, natural faults often contain fragmented rocks created by fracturing, crushing and
milling during the relative motion of the two rock bodies along the fault [1, 2, 3, 4]. Understanding
the properties of damage zones is important because a broad range of phenomena including the
hydraulic properties of underground reservoirs, the frictional conditions and stability of faults,
and the emergence of natural catastrophes such as land slides and earthquakes - strongly depend
on their internal structure and relationship to the host rock [1, 5].
The amount of inherent structural disorder present at the meso- and micro-scale of materials
plays a crucial role in the emergence of damage bands and their properties, including also their
final position, orientation, and internal structure. With some notable exceptions, it is a difficult
challenge to construct synthetic materials with controlled disorder for laboratory experiments.
For example, sub-critical crack propagation was investigated in a sheet of paper under a constant
external load where the paper was softened by introducing holes in different geometries. It was
found that the increasing disorder slows down the propagation of the crack [6]. More recently,
experimental and theoretical studies have revealed that the amount of structural disorder of
materials has a substantial effect on the time evolution of damage. Specifically, increasing amount
of disorder results in a more intense avalanche activity improving the prediction of the time of
ultimate failure [7]. These studies confirm the degree of controlled disorder strongly controls the
time evolution of damage in the approach to catastrophic failure.
In our present study we focus on the effect of the amount of disorder on the spatial structure
of damage using a discrete element model of porous rocks. To build numerical rock samples,
we simulate the sedimentation process of spherical particles to a cylindrical container. We use
a realistic log-normal distribution of the particle radius where the degree of disorder could
be varied by tuning the parameters of the distribution (equivalent to the geometric mean and
geometric standard deviation). To form a sedimentary rock sample, the particles are connected
by beam elements which represent the cementation between grains. Our model construction has
the advantage that the random homogeneous packing of particles is the only source of disorder
which determines the physical properties of cohesive elements.
Laboratory testing of porous rocks is dominated by uni-axial test geometries where cylindrical
samples are subject to strain or stress controlled loading [8, 9, 10]. Here we use one of the
other major standards of rock mechanics - the Brazil test - with a modified geometrical setup
and boundary conditions [11]. In the Brazilian, or indirect tensile test, a disk, with a typical
height to diameter ratio of 0.5-0.6, is loaded in a diametral plane by point forces applied at
opposite ends of a diameter [11]. In our study simulations are also performed with cylindrical
samples which are loaded diametrically. However, in order to promote shear failure and the
formation of damage bands, the load is applied on a longer cylinder over an extended surface
area of the sample which is clamped. This type of modified Brazilian setup has the advantage
that the geometrical constraints and the translational symmetry of the system along the longer
cylinder axis give rise to the emergence of extended damage bands in a well controlled way.
Here we demonstrate that under such conditions a set of conjugate deformation bands emerges
spontaneously to accommodate the boundary strain, and that the properties of the band and its
internal structure depend strongly on the degree of disorder in the original model rock.
2. Porous rock with controlled disorder
In order to construct rock samples on the computer with controlled porous micro-structure we
simulated the sedimentation process of particles inside a cylindrical container. Spherical particles
were sedimented under the action of gravity which lost their kinetic energy by colliding with the
particles of the growing sediment layer and with the container wall. The heightH to diameter D
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ratio h=H/D of the cylinder, was fixed to h= 2.3 according to the typical geometrical layout of
samples in laboratory experiments [9, 12]. The geometrical setup and the sedimentation process
is illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
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Figure 1. (a) Sample generation by sedimenting spherical particles in a cylindrical container. (b) Probability distribution
of the radius of sedimenting spheres for the five different standard deviations σR considered. (c) Probability distribution
of the number of contacts of the particles. (d) Average radius of the particles as a function of height along the cylinder
axis. (e) Porosity of the sample as a function of the standard deviation σR of the radius. The legend for (b), (c), and (d)
is presented in (b).
The radius of particles R was treated as a random variable sampled from a log-normal
distribution which is commonly found for the size of granules in reservoir rocks [9]. The
sedimentation algorithm has the advantage that it is computationally efficient, however, it has
the limitation that the range of particle size cannot be arbitrarily broad. Particles much smaller
than the average can bounce through the voids of the sediment creating a size segregation in the
sample along the direction of gravity. On the contrary, voids around very large particles cannot
be filled by smaller ones leading again to artifacts. Hence, we used the log-normal distribution
p(R) =
1√
2πs
1
R
exp (−(lnR− µ)2/2s2) (2.1)
over a finite range Rmin ≤R≤Rmax, where the ratio of the upper and lower bounds
Rmax/Rmin was carefully set [13]. In the density function Eq. (2.1) the parameters µ and s
denote the mean and standard deviation of the logarithmized variable lnR, respectively, or
the geometric mean and geometric standard deviation in R. In contrast, the equivalent average
(arithmetic mean) and standard deviation of the non-logarithmized sample values of the particle
radius R will be denoted by 〈R〉 and σR in the following, respectively. In order to control the
amount of micro-scale disorder in the materials’ structure samples were generated at different
values of the standard deviation σR, while the average radius 〈R〉 was fixed. To characterize
the degree of disorder in the sample we use the dimensionless parameter σR/ 〈R〉. Simulations
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were performed at five different values of σR/ 〈R〉= 1.0, 1.35, 1.7, 2.0, 2.35 generating K = 300
samples with different realizations of disorder at each parameter set. To keep the average radius
〈R〉 fixed the upper boundRmax was tuned to a constant value of the lower oneRmin so that the
ratio Rmax/Rmin varied approximately between 12 and 20. The upper bound to this ratio was
set by the requirement for random uniform packing of the spheres in the sedimentation process.
Greater standard deviations would have resulted in smaller particles settling preferentially at
the bottom of the cylinder. While geologically realistic in some settings, our aim was to isolate
spatially-random, homogeneous, structural disorder as a control variable at this stage of the
model development. Figure 1(b) shows the size distribution of particles p(R) where the moving
upper cutoff can also be observed. The total number of particles in a single cylinder fluctuates
around 105.
Figure 1(c) demonstrates that the probability distribution p(nc) of the number of contacts nc of
the particles has an exponential tail, where for higher disorder the distributions cover a broader
range with a slower decay. Only a small fraction of particles has a very low contact number
nc < 3. These are typically those particles which touch the container wall and have a low chance
of establishing contact with other particles of the sample. In order to test the homogeneity of
the sample we determined the average radius of particles 〈R〉 (y) as a function of the position y
measured along the cylinder axis, i.e. along the direction of gravity in the sedimentation process.
Figure 1(d) shows that for each σR the value of 〈R〉 (y) fluctuates around the sample average 〈R〉
confirming that the specimen has a random uniform micro-structure.
At higher disorder particles fill the space more efficiently in the cylinder, so the porosity φ, i.e.
the average fraction of voids in the numerical rock, decreases with increasing σR - see Fig. 1(e).
However, while the degree of disorder σR/ 〈R〉 is changed by more than a factor of 2, the porosity
experiences only a small decrease ∼ 1%. In real rocks there is a much bigger range of porosity
which is caused by the significantly broader range of the particle size distribution associated
with the greater complexity in the processes of sedimentation, re-working, cementation, pressure
solution, and induration not captured by our model at this stage [1, 9, 12].
3. Discrete element simulation of compressive failure
In order to form a porous rock, the random heterogeneous packing of particles generated by
the sedimentation process, has to be completed with proper inter-particle interactions. For this
purpose we used our discrete element model (DEM), which has recently been introduced to
investigate the compressive failure of heterogeneous materials [14, 15]. In the model cohesion
between the particles is represented in such a way that the particles are coupled by beam
elements along the edges of Delaunay triangles. The Delaunay triangulation is performed in three
dimensions based on the center of mass position of the particles in the initial configuration. It is
a very important feature of the model that the physical properties of beams are determined by
the initial packing: the length lij of the beam between particles i and j at positions ~ri and ~rj is
obtained as the distance lij = |~ri − ~rj |, while the beam’s cross sectional area Aij is determined
by the particles’ radii Ri and Rj as 1/Aij = 1/(R
2
i π) + 1/(R
2
jπ). It follows that the randomness
of the packing implies randomness of the spatial arrangement and physical properties of beam
elements, as well. Those particles, which are not coupled by beams, interact through Hertz
contacts [16].
Under mechanical load beams gradually deform and break according to a physical breaking
rule when overstressed. The breaking criterion captures that failure is mainly caused by stretching
and bending of beams (
εij
εth
)2
+
max(ϕi, ϕj)
ϕth
> 1. (3.1)
Here εij denotes the axial strain of the beam between particles i and j, while ϕi and ϕj are the
bending angles at the two beam ends. The breaking thresholds εth and ϕth remain constant, and
control the relative importance of the stretching and bending modes of breaking [17]. The value of
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the two breaking parameters are fixed for all the beams which implies that the structural disorder,
introduced by the random particle packing, is the only source of disorder in the model.
The equation of motion of the particles is solved numerically using a Predictor-Corrector
scheme [18] to generate the time evolution of the system induced by external mechanical loading,
including dynamic effects. The breaking criterion Eq. (3.1) is evaluated at each iteration step
of the time evolution and those beams which fulfill the condition are removed creating micro-
cracks in the model. Further details of the model construction and the parameter settings can be
found in Refs. [14, 15]. The model has been tested under various loading conditions including
uni-axial tensile and compressive loading of bar [19] and cylindrical shape specimens [14, 15],
and impact fragmentation of spherical bodies [19]. Detailed comparision of the evolving stress
field, generated in spherical samples during impact against a hard wall, to corresponding finite
element calculations, showed that the model captures all relevant components of the mechanics
and fracture of heterogeneous brittle materials.
In the present study a strain controlled compression of cylindrical samples was simulated such
that the compressive load was applied parallel to the diameter and perpendicular to the axis of
the cylinder similar to the so-called Brazilian test, albeit with a greater ratio of length to diameter
than typical for such a test in the laboratory for reasons outlined in Section 1 and in more detail
in the text below [11]. In the simulations a few particle layers of thickness 2Rmax on the top and
bottom side of the cylinder surface are clamped and the top layers are moved at a constant speed
while the bottom ones are kept fixed (for illustration see Fig. 2(a)). No confinement is imposed
so that outside the clamped regions surface particles are free to move. The simulation stops when
the force acting on the top layer drops down to zero.
(a) (b)
y
x z
Figure 2. (a) Setup of the Brazilian test. A cylindrical sample is compressed in a strain controlled way. A few particle
layers on the top and bottom of the sample are clamped, the top cap moves downward while the bottom is fixed. The two
caps of the sample are highlighted by gold color. (b) As a result two damage bands emerge which cross each other in
the middle of the sample. In (a) the sharply defined bands can be seen on the sample cross section also highlighted in
yellow, while (b) presents only the damage bands spanning the entire sample. In (b) the axis of the (x, y, z) coordinate
system of simulations is also illustrated. The origin of the coordinate system is in the middle of the base circle of the
cylinder.
In our previous studies the model was used to investigate the uni-axial compression of
cylindrical samples focusing on both the time evolution of the fracture process [14, 15, 20]
and on the spatial structure of the emerging damage [21]. We demonstrated that the gradual
cracking proceeds in bursts of beam breakings, analogous to sources of acoustic emissions or
crackling noise of real experiments. The model proved to be very successful in reproducing the
observed power law statistics and exponents of burst sizes, energies, durations and of the waiting
times between consecutive events [14, 15, 20]. The model also reproduced the observation in
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experiments that in the vicinity of failure localization occurs where micro-cracks concentrate
in a narrow region resulting in the formation of a damage band [21]. Using finite size scaling
arguments we clarified that the damage band gets relatively sharper as the sample size increases
[21].
Here we focus on the effect of material disorder on the spatial structure of damage using
a Brazilian-type loading setup where cylindrical samples are slowly compressed diametrically
perpendicular to the cylinder axis (Fig. 2). The system has the advantage that due to geometrical
constraints extended damage band are formed which span the sample parallel to the cylinder
axes, and suffer less from edge effects in this direction than a standard experimental Brazilian
test on a shorter cylinder. This way good statistics can be achieved for the most important
characteristic quantities. At each value of the disorder parameter σR/ 〈R〉 the compression
simulations were repeated K = 300 times to provide a statistical ensemble of models to account
for uncertainties due to sample variability.
Computer simulations have revealed that the beginning of the fracture process is dominated
by the structural disorder of the material which leads to spatially random crack nucleation. As
the loaded system approaches failure damage concentrates in two relatively narrow bands in Fig.
2. Due to the geometrical constraints set by the clamped top and bottom caps of the sample, the
two bands cross each other on the cylinder axis. Inside the damage band the high concentration
of micro-cracks results in the crushing of the material, creating a large number of small sized
fragments. To avoid the four large wedge-shaped fragments of largely intact rock, we identify the
damage band as the set of those fragments which have a mass less than 20% of the total mass of
the sample. In Figs. 2(a) the damage bands are highlighted by coloring the particles according to
the size of the fragment they belong to: fragments smaller than 20% of the sample size are yellow
while the bigger ones comprising the four wedges are indicated by red color.
4. Spatial position and structure of the damage band
The translational symmetry of the system along the direction of the cylinder axis implies that the
damage band spans the entire sample with a rather uniform spatial structure along the cylinder
axis. This is demonstrated by the side view of the damage band in Fig. 2(b)where the four wedges
are omitted. The spatial uniformity is even more pronounced by the frontviews presented in
Fig. 3, where the complete bands are presented for all disorders considered, but only the surface
particles are visible since they shield those inside the sample.
The amount of disorder has a strong effect on the spatial position and structure of the damage
band (Fig. 3). For low disorder branches of the band are sharply defined in the sense that they
comprise only a few particle layers bounded by a relatively smooth and straight surface. The
band structure becomes systematically more diffuse as the amount of disorder increases, i.e. the
branches gradually broaden, especially in the centre, and their connected core gets surrounded
by a diffuse cloud of small size fragments.
Although, the visual identification of the damage band in the sample is simple, the algorithmic
determination of its precise position is rather complex in DEM simulations. To cope with the
problem, recently, we have developed a numerical procedure based on the spatial position of
fragments inside the sample [21]. To adopt the method for the present geometry, we divided the
x-shaped bands of Fig. 3 into four branches and analyzed them separately. Using the cylindrical
geometry, the center of mass positions of all fragments of the damage bands are projected to the
x− y plane of the (x, y, z) coordinate system, i.e. the z coordinate of fragments is set to zero.
(For the coordinate systems used see Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a).) The straight lines were fitted to the
point clouds in an iterative way using the least square method gradually removing outliers which
have the greatest deviation from the straight line. With a few iterations this method provides the
position of the central line of the point cloud which in turn identifies the central plane of the
corresponding branch of the damage band (see Fig. 3(a) for illustration).
The position of the central plane of the band is characterized by the angle Θ it encloses with
the load direction, i.e. with the vertical direction in Fig. 3. Due to the structural disorder of the
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
x’y’
θ
Figure 3. Frontview of damage bands at different amount of structural disorder σR. For the lowest disorder considered
the band has sharp branches (a). Increasing disorder gives rise to broadening of the branches and the formation of a
damage cloud surrounding the connected core of the band. In (a) the (x′, y′, z′) coordinate system is highlighted which
is used to determine the width of the band. The z′ axis is perpendicular to the sample surface.
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Figure 4. (a) Probability distribution p(Θ) of the angle Θ of the damage band with respect to the load direction for all
the values of σR considered. The distributions always have the same functional form, however, the average angle 〈Θ〉
increases with the amount of disorder. Rescaling the distributions in (b) with the corresponding average 〈Θ〉 and standard
deviation σΘ , a good quality collapse is obtained. The bold line represents the standard Gaussian. The two figures have
the same legend presented in (b).
samples the value of Θ fluctuates so that it can be characterized by a probability distribution
p(Θ). Simulations revealed that the values of the angle Θ obtained independently for the four
branches of the damage band in a given sample are practically the same. Hence, each sample is
characterized by a single value of Θ, the average of the four, and for each disorder parameter σR
a unique distribution function p(Θ) is determined. Figure 4(a) shows that for all disorder values
σR the distributions p(Θ) have a more-or-less symmetric form around an average 〈Θ〉 which
increases with σR. Fig. 5 shows that the average orientation angle 〈Θ〉 increases nearly linearly
with σR/ 〈R〉 while the error bars remain approximately the same. Rescaling the distributions
p(Θ, σR)with the corresponding average 〈Θ〉 and standard deviation σΘ of the orientation angle,
the curves of different disorders σR can be convincingly collapsed on the top of each other, see
Fig. 4(b). The scaling function can be well approximated by the standard Gaussian, albeit with a
small component of skew apparent in Fig. 4(b).
In order to give a quantitative characterization of the internal structure of the damage band
we determined the probability distribution p(y′, σR/ 〈R〉) of the y′ coordinate of the center
of fragments measured from the central plane of the individual branches of the band. (For
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Figure 5. Average orientation angle 〈Θ〉 of the central plane of the damage band as a function of the amount of disorder
σR together with error bars.
illustration of the (x′, y′, z′) coordinate systems see Fig. 3(a)). Calculations showed that for
each value of σR the four branches of the damage band have the same structure, hence, the
band is characterized by a single distribution as the combination of the individual distributions
of the four branches. We find that p(y′, σR/ 〈R〉) has a bell-shaped functional form symmetric
around the origin y′ = 0 in Fig. 6(a). This confirms that the estimated central plane of the band is
accurate. It follows that the thickness of the damage band W can be quantified by the width of
the distributions p(y′, σR/ 〈R〉) which monotonically increases with σR. The result is consistent
with the direct observation of the bands in Fig. 3 where the broadening of the band occurs with
increasing disorder.
Figure 6(b) demonstrates that rescaling the p(y′, σR/ 〈R〉) curves with a proper power α of
σR/ 〈R〉, distributions obtained at different amount of disorder can be collapsed on the top of
each other. Due to the normalization of the distributions the same value of the exponent α has to
be used along both axis for the rescaling transformation.
The high quality data collapse implies the validity of the scaling structure
p(y′, σR/ 〈R〉) = (σR/ 〈R〉)αΨ(y′/(σR/ 〈R〉)α), (4.1)
where Ψ(x) denotes the scaling function. It also follows that the widthW of the damage band has
a power law dependence on the amount of disorder
W ∼ (σR/ 〈R〉)α. (4.2)
Best collapse was achieved in Fig. 6(b) with a universal exponent α= 0.78± 0.03 so that W
increases sub-linearly with the amount of disorder. The scaling function can be very well
described by a Gaussian functional form
Ψ(x)∼ 1√
2πσG
e−x
2/2σ2
G , (4.3)
which is represented by the continuous line in Fig. 6(b). The excellent agreement of the scaling
function with the standard Gaussian was obtained tuning only the multiplication factor in Eq.
(4.3) since Ψ(x) is not normalized.
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Figure 6. Probability distribution of the coordinate y′ of fragments measured from the central plane of the damage band
(a). The thickness of the band can be quantified by the width of the distributions which increases with the amount of
meso-scale disorder σR. Rescaling the distributions with an appropriate power α of σR/ 〈R〉 the distributions can be
collapsed on the top of each other. The continuous line represents a fitted Gaussian according to Eq. (4.3)
5. Fragmentation
Inside the damage band the high concentration of micro-cracks gives rise to fragmentation of
the porous material. As a representative example Fig. 7 highlights the fragments of a sample of
the highest disorder σR/ 〈R〉= 2.35 considered. Most of the fragments are single particles, which
represent the fine powder in the model. The high powder fraction indicates that by the time the
sample falls apart the material gets greatly crushed. Larger fragments comprising a number of
Figure 7. Fragments inside the damage band of a sample of the highest disorder σR/ 〈R〉= 2.35 considered. Particles
are colored according to the size of the fragment they belong to: grey, red, green, blue, purple, light brown, and dark
brown colors stand for fragments comprising one, two, three, four, five, and more than five particles, respectively. The
four largest fragments, which fill the extended volumes bounded by the branches of the damage band, are skipped.
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particles are embedded inside the powder. The frequency of fragments rapidly decreases with
their size. The size of fragments is limited by the band width so that the cutoff fragment mass is
much smaller than the sample size.
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Figure 8. Mass distribution of fragments for all the disorder amplitudes σR. The hump of large fragments is highlighted
by the grey area.
The statistics of fragments is characterized by the mass distribution of pieces which is shown
in Fig. 8 for all values of σR considered. The emergence of damage bands sets strong constraints
on the form of the size distribution: outside the damage band four large fragment wedges are
formed between the branches of the band. As loading proceeds these large fragments may break
up into two-three smaller ones, but still remain much larger than the debris pieces inside the
band. Consequently, a hump is formed on themass distribution in the regimem≈m0 highlighted
by the grey area in Fig. 8. Here m0 denotes the average total mass of the samples. The mass
distribution of fine powder of single particles is determined by the initial disorder of the system so
that the p(m) curves strongly differ in the small mass regime as σR is varied. Themost remarkable
feature of the fragment statistics is that for intermediate size debris pieces of the damage band,
comprising more than two particles, the distributions can be well approximated by a power law
functional form
p(m)∼m−τ , (5.1)
followed by a short cutoff regime. Between the cutoff mass and the hump associated with large
pieces (shaded grey in Fig. 8) a broad gap is formed without any fragment since the size of
fragments is limited by the size of the damage band. Figure 8 shows that the mass distribution
exponent τ is universal, i.e. it does not depend on the amount of disorder, the curves of different
σR practically fall on the top of each other. The value of the exponent τ was determined by fitting
τ = 2.4± 0.06. However, the total number of fragments and the cutoff mass of the power law
regime both depend on the degree of disorder.
Since the fragments are confined to a relatively narrow band inside the cylindrical specimen,
it can be expected that their shape exhibits anisotropy. To quantify the shape anisotropy, we
determined the average mass of fragments 〈m〉 as a function of their radius of gyrationRg , where
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Figure 9. (a) Average mass of fragments 〈m〉 as a function of their radius of gyration Rg . A crossover is obtained
between two power law regimes with different exponents. The two straight lines represent the fitted power law curves. (b)
Average value of the ratio of the two sides 〈b/a〉 of the bounding box of fragments as a function of their massm. (c) and
(d) present the same data as (a) and (b) just rescaled with powers of the degree of disorder.
Rg is defined as
R2g =
1
n
n∑
i
(~ri − ~rc)2. (5.2)
Here rc denotes the center of mass position of the fragment and the sum runs over its particles of
number n. Figure 9 shows that the 〈m〉 (Rg) curves have a power law functional form
〈m〉 ∼RDg (5.3)
as it is expected, however, they exhibit a crossover between two power law regimes of different
exponents: for small fragment masses the value of the exponent D coincides with the dimension
of the embedding spaceD= 3± 0.05. At a certain fragment massmc crossover occurs to a lower
exponent D= 2.65± 0.05. The two exponents are independent of the degree of disorder, but the
crossover mass mc and size R
c
g depend on σR, see Fig. 9(a). This finding is remarkable because
the fragments are essentially space filling objects without any other sign of fractality. Recently,
we have shown analytically that the exponent value lower than the embedding dimension D<
d is the consequence of the self-affine behavior of fragment shapes, i.e. due to the geometrical
constraints set by the narrow band, fragments are flat and they become relatively flatter with
increasing maximum length [21, 22, 23]. The value of the exponent D obtained for Rg >R
c
g falls
very close to the fractal dimensionD= 2.6± 0.11 of natural fault damage zones [24].
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In order to have a more direct measure of fragment shapes, we determined the bounding
box of all the pieces inside the damage band. To capture the geometrical constraint of the band,
bounding boxes were constructed in such a way that one side of the band is fixed to be parallel,
while another one perpendicular to the central plane of the band. For illustration see the inset of
Fig. 9(b). The bounding box has three different side lengths a< b< c, where the smallest one a is
typically the one perpendicular to the damage band, while the other two b and c are parallel to the
band’s central plane. The anisotropy of the shape of pieces can be characterized e.g. by the ratio
b/a which takes values greater than 1. Figure 9(b) shows that for small fragments the average
shape parameter 〈b/a〉 takes a constant value close to one 〈b/a〉 ≈ 1.45. Deviations start at a
characteristic massmc where the increase of 〈b/a〉 sets on indicating the increasing anisotropy for
larger fragments. Note that for higher disorder, where the damage band is broader, the crossover
starts at higher fragment masses.
A very interesting outcome of the data analysis is that shape descriptors 〈m〉 (R) and 〈b/a〉 (m)
of fragments exhibit scaling with respect to disorder. Rescaling both Rg and 〈m〉 in Fig. 9(c) with
appropriate powers β and γ of σR, curves of different amount of disorder can be collapsed on
the top of each other. Best collapse is achieved with the exponents β = 0.65 and γ = 2.0 for Rg
and 〈m〉, respectively. The consistency of the results is further supported by the scaling collapse
presented in Fig. 9(d) which was achieved using the same value of the γ exponent along the
horizontal axis. The results imply that the crossover mass mc, which separates isotropic and
anisotropic fragment shapes, scales as
mc ∼ (σR/ 〈R〉)γ . (5.4)
Since for the corresponding crossover size Rcg the relation mc ∼ (Rcg)3 holds, the two exponents
β and γ are not independent γ = 3β. Substituting the numerical values the relation of the two
exponents is verified to a good precision. We note that the characteristic fragment size Rcg should
be proportional to the width of the damage band Rcg ∼W , which implies the relation α= β of the
scaling exponents. This scaling relation is only approximately fulfilled by our numerical values.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
Compressive failure of heterogeneous materials is governed by the spontaneous emergence of
damage bands where the high concentration of micro-cracks leads to fragmentation. Based on a
discrete element model of porous rocks we presented a detailed study of the effect of the degree
of meso-scale disorder on the overall position and internal structure of damage bands. Strain
controlled compression of cylindrical samples were simulated in a Brazilian-type test geometry
which was modified to ensure the emergence of two conjugate damage bands with a sufficiently
large along axis extension.
We showed that the orientation angle, the damage bands enclose with the load direction,
fluctuates around an average value, which increases linearly with the amount of disorder while
its standard deviation remains approximately the same. The increasing orientation angle implies
a decrease of the coefficient of internal friction of the material with increasing disorder.
The degree of disorder proved to have a strong effect on the structure of the damage band: at
low disorder the bands are sharply defined with smooth surfaces, however, increasing disorder
leads to gradual broadening which is accompanied by the formation of a diffuse cloud of damage
around the bands’ connected core. By means of data collapse analysis of the spatial distribution of
fragments around the central plane of the damage band we showed that the band width increases
as a power law of the disorder amplitude with the exponent α= 0.78.
Inside the damage band the material undergoes fragmentation creating a large number of
pieces with a broad variation of sizes. Themajority of fragments form a powder phase comprising
only single particles which embed larger pieces. Between the branches of the damage band four
fragment wedges are formed which are significantly larger than the debris pieces inside the
damage band. In the intermediate range the mass distribution of fragments proved to be a power
law with a universal exponent. The universality of the fragment statistics can be attributed to the
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robust mechanism of self-similar sequential breakup [25] where only the number of fragments
and the cutoff size can be affected by the amount of disorder. The value of the exponent τ = 2.4
is somewhat larger than the one found in uni-axial compression of cylindrical samples [21],
however, it still well compares with experimental findings on geomaterials [1].
To characterize the overall shape and structure of individual debris pieces, we showed that
the average mass of fragments increases as a power law of their radius of gyration. However,
at a characteristic fragment size a crossover occurs from the exponent D= 3 of space filling
compact objects to a lower one D= 2.65, which falls close to the fractal dimension of natural
fault damage zones [24]. We demonstrated that this crossover is caused by the confined geometry
of the damage band which sets constraints on the shape of fragments. Small fragments proved to
have an isotropic shape, however, beyond a characteristic size crossover occurs to an anisotropic
flat shape. The crossover size was found to increase as a power law of the degree of disorder being
practically proportional to the width of the damage band.
An important outcome of our study is that although global characteristics of the material’s
structure as the porosity hardly changed when the disorder amplitude was varied, the spatial
structure of the emerging damage suffered relevant quantitative changes. The result shows that
details of the damage process are sensitive to the strength of disorder, however, this effect can be
cast into scaling laws in terms of the disorder amplitude. Our results have important implications
for understanding the structure of damage zones from the scale of laboratory experiments to
geological faults.
To promote shear failure and the formation of well defined damage bands, in our study the
external load was applied on a clamped surface area of the cylinder, which had a fixed extension
about one fourth of the sample diameter. It is a very interesting question how the results change
when gradually shrinking the loaded area to approach the loading conditions of the standard
Brazilian test. Since local failure gets more and more dominated by tensile stresses, a structural
transition is expected from the conjugate shear bands to a single damage zone along the load
direction where splitting of the specimen occurs. Work on this problem is in progress. A partly
similar problem has recently been addressed in Ref. [26] where the breaking of cylindrical shaped
particles was studied varying the geometrical configuration of three loading plates. Peculiar
damage patterns were obtained when moving away from the standard Brazilian test geometry.
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